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Our group continues to search for compositionally "pristine" pieces of the ancient 
lunar crust, fragnents that escaped the pervasive mn-scale impact-induced mixing that 
largely obscured the original compositional diversity of the ancient crust. The single 
most widely accepted means of distinguishing these pristine fragments is to determine 
bulk-rock contents of nonvolatile, highly siderophi le elements ( W E )  such as Ni, Ge, 
Re, Os, Ir and Au. By and large, rocks that give other indications of being pristine 
(e.g., an igneous cumulate texture) turn out to have contents of NHSE less than about 3 
x x the concentrations of these elements in CI chondrites. Probably >9036 of all 
compositionally pristine rocks meet this NHSE "criterion." Conversely, since the 
impact-induced mixing process generally involves dissemination of essentially 
chondritic projectile matter (plus additional meteoritic matter from dispersal of the 
megaregolith through which every large impact must penetrate), most rocks that give 
textural or other indications of not being pristine turn out to have NHSE contents >> 3 
x 10'~ x CI. There is a danger, however, that in depending too heavily on low NHSE 
contents in order to recognize pristine rock fragments, we may systematically exclude 
genuinely pristine rock types that happen to be uncmnly rich in NHSE. Another 
danger is that we may dismiss a high measured NHSE concentration as laboratory 
contamination (lab contamination can all too easily occur when the concentrations being 
measured are frequently on the order of tens of pg/g), when in fact we have obtained a 
true measure of a rock that happens to be uncmnly rich in WE. 

h n g  several pristine nomre rock fragments that have been "discovered" since 
the 17th LPSC, one has an unusual canbination of texture, mineralogy, and composition 
that has caused us to re-evaluate the estimated average NHSE contents of the lunar 
crust. Rocklet 15363 is a 0.5-g rake sample acquired fran the rim of Spur Crater, near 
''Genesis Rock" 15415. Despite moderate brecciation, the texture of 15363 indicates that 
it is very probably monomict (pristine). Its silicate solid solution compositions, as 
well as its bulk-rock%, Eu/Al, and other ratios, place 15363 squarely in the range of 
ferroan anorthosites. The mode of the 6-m2 thin section we studied has (in ~01%) 85% 
plagioclase (the precise rock name is thus noritic anorthosite), 12% orthopyroxene, 1- 
2% augite, and less than 1% each of olivine, Fe-metal, and troilite. Unusual for 
ferroan anorthosites, the augite grains appear to be primary, not products of 
exsolution from pigeonite. Even more unusual is the abundance of Femetal: 0.42 vol%, 
or 1.2 wt% - far in excess of the levels typically found in pristine rocks. The Fe- 
metal is mainly clustered as two amoeboid grains (possibly originally one grain, now 
brecciated) within a single 0.7 x 0.5 mn area of the section. All of the Femetals in 
the section are virtually pure Fe, with avg. Co content = 1190 )g/g and avg. Ni content 
= 1140 )lg/g. Metal of this composition is unlikely to be of meteoritic derivation, and 
thus the compositions of the metals tend to confirm that 15363 is pristine. 

Bulk-rock contents of NHSE determined from an 83 mg chip (despite the small total 
mass of 15363, the mass of this chip was not unusually small for lunar samples consumed 
for determination of NHSE by RNAA) are Ni 9.1 pg/g, Re 57 pg/g, 0s 950 pg/g, Ir 1300 
pglg, and Au 64 pg/g. Despite the extr aordinarily high content of Fe-mtal implied by 
the thin section, this bulk-rock Au content is only slightly above the 3x10-~ x CI 
"criterion" for pristinity (for Au, about 43 ~g/g). The contents of 0s and Ir, 
however, are extraordinarily high for a pristine rock The 0s and Ir levels are even 
more impressive in view of the modest content of Femetal that can inferred, using a 
mass-balance argument, for the RNAA chip. The contents of Co and Ni in the metal are 
hown (see above) from microprobe analyses. Contents of Co and Ni in the RNAA chip were 
only 6.0 and 9.1 pg/g, respectively. The content of Fe-metal in the RNAA chip can thus 
be constrained to be 60.5 wt% based on Co, or G0.8 wt% based on Ni. Presumably, had the 
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RNAA chip contained even nearly as much Femetal as the fragment that went into produc- 
ing the thin section, the FNAA results for NHSE would have been much higher still. 

Siderophile elements are of great interest as potential clues to the history of 
metal-silicate fractionation affecting the material from which the Moon formed; some 
authors [e.g., 11 suggest that siderophile data can be used to place firm constraints 
on the origin of the Earth-Moon system One widely-cited source for estimates of the 
mean contents of NHSE in the pristine lunar crust is Wolf et al. [21. Wolf et al. 121 
compiled high-quality data acquired at the Univ. Chicago RNAA lab throughout the 1970s. 
They anitted frm their compilation of 24 pristine highland rocks (actually one of 
these, 15265,13,6, is probably a mare basalt) two that are definitely pristine based on 
textura 1 and other evidence, but happened to have uncommon 1 y high NHSE con tents : 
cumulate dunite 72415/7 and cumulate norite 78235. These omissions make quite a 
difference if the mean contents of NHSE are calculated from the Chicago data base. 
Using the Wolf et al. [21 set of 23 samples (not including 15265c), mean contents of 
NHSE are (with me-sigma standard deviations): 12f16 ) g / g  Ni, 29f82 ng/g Ge, 8fll pg/g 
Re, 26k28 pg/g Os, 27k39 pg/g Ir, and 31k40 pg/g Au. Adding just two samples, 72415/7 
and 78235, to the Wolf et al. 121 set of samples, these means become 24f59 pg/g Ni, 31f 
82 ng/g Ge, 10f 14 pg/g Re, 93f310 pg/g Ir, and 105f 90 pg/g Au (0s does not change, 
because it was not determined for either 72415/7 or 78235). 

In the past, we would have been more inclined to agree with Wolf et al. 121 in 
disregarding some of the more "suspiciously high" data for NHSE. Indeed, in preparing 
this survey we found that we previously published an erroneously high Ir content for 
ferroan anorthosite 60135: our best data indicate a concentration of 480 pg/g, not 3100 
pg/g as originally reported 131. However, our results for 15363 have confirmed that 
even anorthositic pristine rocks do sanetimes have high NHSE contents. Using the data 
base from FNAA at IK;ZA, means for a set of 47 normmre samples that we believe are at 
least almost certainly pristine, based on textural and other characteristics, are 15f20 
yg/g Ni, 61k113 nglg Ge, 16f16 pg/g Re, 219k410 pg/g 0s (based on only five samples), 
136k266 pg/g Ir, and 84f125 pg/g A u  These tremendous dispersions are far in excess of 
what could.reasonably be attributed purely to analytical errors, and must reflect real 
heterogeneities in the pristine lunar crust at the scales (typically about 100 n g )  at 
which the RNAA technique has been applied. 

MISE contents of pristine lunar rocks are generally, of necessity, plotted on log 
scales. This can be highly misleading, however, from the standpoint of estimating the 
average content of a W E  in the pristine crust, because the central-seeming datum on a 
log-scale plot is the median datum, but the linear means of NHSE distributions for 
pristine rocks are always many times higher than the medians. 

Including some data that previous workers might have excluded as flsuspicious" also 
alters the means for NHSE contents of mare basalts. The mare basalt NHSE contents 
considered representative by Wolf and Anders [41 appear fine for Ni, but too low for 
mst other W E ,  by factors of: roughly 6 for Ge, roughly 2-3 for Re, roughly 3 for Ir, 
and roughly 2-3 for Au. To make matters worse, a survey of the data base for seldom- 
analyzed elements such as Ir in terrestial basaltic rocks indicates a depressingly 
similar situation. Contrary to many pub1 i shed  suggestions [e.g., 51 the woefully 
inadequate data bases that are available tend to indicate that ratios of siderophile 
element contents for (Earth silicates)/(Moon silicates) exhibit a better correlation 
vs. solar-nebula volatility (with a single glaring exception: Re), than vs. 
"siderophility" (where Ir and 0s are both major exceptions). 
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